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Abstract: Current encryption technologies mostly rely on complex algorithms or difficult mathemati-
cal problems to improve security. Therefore, it is difficult for these encryption technologies to possess
both high security and high efficiency, which are two properties that people desire. Trying to solve this
dilemma, we built a new encryption technology, called configurable encryption technology (CET), based
on the typical structure of reconfigurable quaternary logic operator (RQLO) that was invented in 2018.
We designed the CET as a block cipher for symmetric encryption, where we use four 32-quit RQLO
typical structures as the encryptor, decryptor, and two key derivation operators. Taking advantage of the
reconfigurability of the RQLO typical structure, the CET can automatically reconfigure the keys and
symbol substitution rules of the encryptor and decryptor after each encryption operation. We found
that a chip containing about 70,000 transistors and 500 MB of nonvolatile memory could provide
all the CET devices and generalized keys needed for any user’s lifetime, to implement a practical
one-time pad encryption technology. We also developed a strategy to solve the current key distribution
problem with prestored generalized key source data and on-site appointment codes. The CET is expected
to provide a theoretical basis and core technology for using the RQLO to build a new cryptographic
system with high security, fast encryption/decryption speed, and low manufacturing cost.

Keywords: reconfigurable quaternary logic operators; one-time pad; symmetric encryption; real-time
communication encryption; digital file encryption/decryption

1. Introduction

Digital information has become an important asset in modern society, and it is the
main battlefield to ensure national security. Therefore, many countries are focusing on
the establishment of digital information encryption technology with a high security level,
real-time speed, compact equipment, easy operation, and many applications.

Information encryption technologies, such as AES [1,2] and SM4 [3], rely on complex
symbol substitution processes and long digital keys to ensure the security of ciphertexts.
But, the difficulty of distributing and memorizing keys limits the number of the keys that
can actually be used. The same key is inevitably used multiple times, which leads to the po-
tential risk of being cracked. Currently, the main method of changing keys involves relying
on public key technology to distribute keys. However, by repeatedly using a public/private
key pair, the risk of the private key being cracked increases rapidly, and the computational
effort to update the public/private key pair is large. As a result, the BB84 quantum key
distribution protocol, which is still in the experimental research stage, has received a lot
of attention. In order to make up for the shortcomings of digital information encryption
technology, on the one hand, people have strengthened network antiattack technologies
such as identity authentication, electronic signatures, and access address tracking. On the
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other hand, people have avoided files from being opened in illegal environment by reading
the current network segment, current processor device number, and other environmental
information. Moreover, people invented digest generation technology, which can identify
information without transmitting the original message, and the homomorphic encryption
technology [4], which can perform certain operations on encrypted data without first
having to decrypt the data.

Looking at the current information security technology, we can see that it is based
on high computing power and high network bandwidth, which are also assets on which
attackers rely. Therefore, computer and network capabilities have become the key factors
in the success of both attackers and defenders, and attackers often have an advantage in
these areas over normal users. To reverse this passive situation, it is necessary to establish
a new encryption technology that is convenient and low-cost and can effectively protect
digital files and streaming data.

At the end of 2018, following the reconfigurable ternary (i.e., three-valued) optical proces-
sor structure [5,6], a typical structure of reconfigurable multi-valued logic (MVL) electronic
operator was invented by Jin et al. [7,8], opening the way for new technology for encrypting
and decrypting digital files and streaming data information [9]. After more than four years
of research, a new encryption technology, which uses the 32-quit reconfigurable quaternary
(i.e., four-valued) logic operator (RQLO) to realize a practical one-time pad (OTP) method, has
been theoretically and experimentally verified. This paper gives a brief introduction to this
new encryption technology—configurable encryption technology (CET).

The novelty of CET is the use of the hardware of reconfigurable MVL operators (RQLO
typical structures, to be specific) for encryption, where we can leverage the reconfigurability
of RQLO to generate massive encryptor/decryptor pairs for achieving high-security and
efficient encryption technology. There are currently two main types of MVL applications in
the field of cryptography: one involves using MVL operations to construct basic arithmetic
operators and then implementing existing encryption algorithms [10,11]; the other involves
using several simple MVL operators to perform complex symbol array transformation,
realizing encryption/decryption [12,13] or generating pseudorandom numbers [14,15].
We have not found any scheme for directly encrypting/decrypting digital information
using MVL operators, as what we achieve with the CET discussed in this paper. We think
the reason for this is that before 2018, when the reconfigurable MVL electronic processor
has not been invented, it was difficult to construct massive different MVL operators. But
now, using the typical structure of reconfigurable MVL operator and the corresponding
reconfiguration instructions (RIs), inexhaustible encryptor/decryptor pairs for almost any
user lifetime can be provided in a low-cost encryption device.

2. Configurable Encryption Technology (CET)

CET mainly consists of three parts, namely, (1) massive encryptor/decryptor pairs
based on the 32-quit RQLO typical structure; (2) generalized key (GK) and generalized key
source data (GKSD); (3) GKSD pre-storage and appointment code (AC) negotiation.

In view of the fact that current computers mostly use 64-bit processors, we use 64-bit
data as the basic block of plaintext to maximize the use of computer hardware resources,
where two-bit data represent one quit quaternary data. So, a 32-quit RQLO is required to
perform quaternary logic operations on 64-bit data. In this study, we used the example of
encrypting/decrypting 64-bit plaintext/ciphertext blocks with 32-quit RQLO to discuss
CET’s basic idea in detail.

2.1. Massive Encryptor/Decryptor Pairs Based on RQLO Typical Structure

According to the definition of quaternary logic operations [7,8], Table 1 shows a truth
table representing the quaternary logic operation rules for the RQLO: it has two input
variables A and B, and the operation result C array has 16 elements, i.e., Chk (h, k = 0,
1, 2, 3). So, C has 416 different results; that is, there are nearly 4.3 billion different 1-quit
quaternary logic operators. Suppose that a quaternary logic operator is encryptor F, where
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the input variable B is key K, the input variable A is plaintext M, and the operation result
Chk is ciphertext S. Then, the encryption process can be written as S = F(M, K). As for
decryption, the corresponding decryptor F−1 is also a quaternary logic operator, where the
input variable input variable B is still the key K, while the input variable A is the ciphertext
S, and the operation result Chk is the decrypted plaintext M. So, the decryption process can
be written as M = F−1(S, K). Here, F and F−1 are a pair of quaternary logic operators. The
value ranges of A, B and Chk are all {00, 01, 10, 11}, indicating that 1 quit of M, S, and K can
be implemented by 2 bits.

Table 1. Truth table of quaternary logic operation.

A
B

B0(00) B1(01) B2(10) B3(11)

A0 (00) C00 C01 C02 C03

A1 (01) C10 C11 C12 C13

A2 (10) C20 C21 C22 C23

A3 (11) C30 C31 C32 C33

If any column in the truth table has two identical result elements, i.e., Chk = Chg and
k ̸= g (h, k, g = 0, 1, 2, 3), then the corresponding quaternary logic operator cannot be used
as an encryptor F because Chk is decrypted as two possible values. Therefore, there are
(4!)4 (i.e., 331,776) different 1-quit encryptors in total, among the nearly 4.3 billion different
1-quit quaternary logic operators.

Since CET uses 64-bit data as the basic plaintext block, 2 bits form 1-quit data. So,
encryptor F can be viewed as either 32 individual 1-quit encryptors or 1 32-quit encryptor.
If each quit of F is required to be different from the others, a constraint relationship
is established among all quits of F. Thus, each quit of F can no longer be considered
independently but rather as a whole. (To enhance the correlation between quits and the
integrity of the 32-quit encryptor, various confusion and diffusion techniques from modern
block ciphers can be superimposed on CET.) The total number of F is calculated as a
32 permutation of 331,776:

NF = 331,776!/(331,776−32)! = 331,776!/331,744! > 4.64 × 10176. (1)

If a person uses 1000 encryptors per second, they will use 3.1536 × 1012 encryptors in
100 years. So, it can be easily concluded that the probability that the same F will be used
twice within a person’s lifetime is almost zero. This lays the foundation for the realization
of OTP encryption technology.

However, constructing single-use 1012 pairs of encryptor/decryptor hardware costs
too much, and the finished product is too large and too heavy to be afforded by an indi-
vidual. So, no one could have enough encryptors for a lifetime of use, until the typical
structure of reconfigurable MVL operators based on the decrease-radix design principle [16]
was invented in 2018 [7]. Based on this invention, we designed a RQLO typical struc-
ture for CET, as shown in Figure 1. It can be estimated that about 17,600 transistors are
needed to construct a 32-quit RQLO typical structure, which consists of 32 1-quit RQLO
typical structures.

In the schematic diagram of a 1-quit RQLO typical structure shown in Figure 1, 2-bit
data represent 1-quit data, where the ith quit of the quaternary input data a is given by a
pair of binary data (ai

1ai
0): ai

1 is the high-bit value, and ai
0 is the low-bit value. Similarly,

the ith quit of the quaternary input data b is also given by a pair of binary data (bi
1bi

0); the
ith quit of the quaternary output data c is given by a pair of binary data (ci

1ci
0). There are

four identical subcircuits in the main circuit in Figure 1, marked by four red dotted-line
boxes, Pi0, Pi1, Pi2, and Pi3; the subcircuits have the same structure as shown in Pi0.
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For CET, the most important part in the RQLO typical structure is the reconfiguration
registers Rcg0, Rcg1, Rcg2, and Rcg3 (note that only Rcg0 is drawn in Figure 1), and the
values written in these four registers determine the logic operation function of the typical
structure. Rcg0, Rcg1, Rcg2, and Rcg3 are combined into a 32-bit register RGi. RGi is
called the ith reconfiguration register, and the RI written to RGi is called the ith RI. Thus,
the 32-quit RQLO typical structure has 32 RGi (i = 0, 1, . . ., 31), which are collectively
called the reconfiguration register RG of the typical structure. RG has 1024 bits, and the
corresponding RI for the 32-quit RQLO typical structure has 128 bytes.

By writing the 128-byte RI to each RG of two 32-quit RQLO typical structures, these
two structures become two symbol substitution operators. If these two operators are suit-
able as encryptors and their operation rules are exactly opposite, they become an encryp-
tor/decryptor pair. Therefore, N different encryptor/decryptor pairs need 2N × 128 bytes
of RIs plus two 32-quit RQLO typical structures to be prepared.

Based on the reconfigurability of RQLO typical structure, the new encryption tech-
nology can automatically reconfigure the keys and symbol substitution rules of the en-
cryptor and decryptor after each encryption operation. Users can obtain different encryp-
tors/decryptors simply by writing different RIs into the reconfiguration register of the
typical structure.

2.2. Generalized Key and Generalized Key Source Data

The CET inherits not only the keys of modern cryptography but also the key derivation
strategy and initial key. It also uses the RQLO typical structure as the key derivation operator
(KDO). We denote the initial key by K0, the ith derived key by Ki, where Ki is derived from
Ki−1 and Mi−1 via KDO. For the 64-bit plaintext block, K0 and Ki are also 64-bit data, and
the corresponding KDO is still a 32-quit RQLO typical structure.

For a given plaintext, different encryptors F generate different ciphertexts, which is the
same as the role of key K. Moreover, different initial keys K0 and KDOs generate different
derived keys Ki. Here, K0 and all Ki form K. Therefore, F, K0, and KDO jointly determine
the ciphertext, and, in this paper, the factors affecting the ciphertext are collectively referred
to as a generalized key (GK). Since the operation rules of F, F−1, and KDO are all determined
by their RIs, the GK can be represented by a K0 and three RIs. Given that it takes 8 bytes to
save a K0, while 128 × 3 bytes to save the RIs of an encryptor/decryptor pair and a KDO,
we call the 392 bytes the generalized key source data (GKSD), which determine a specific GK.

After a simple calculation, it can be concluded that 1.0512 × 105 encryptor/decryptor
pairs, 1.0512 × 105 KDOs, and 3 × 107 initial keys together can provide enough GKs,
which ensure that a user does not have to use the same GK twice for at least 100 years
(if the user consumes 1000 GKs per second on average). These GKs require less than
300 MB of memory. In addition, no more than 200 MB of memory is needed to store the
encryption and decryption programs. Thus, the hardware for constructing a GK device that
is inexhaustible in a human lifespan is four 32-quit RQLO typical structures constructed
with about 70,000 transistors (approximately 0.0016 mm2 of circuit area is required with
14 nm IC technology), plus 500 MB of nonvolatile memory. In this paper, we call this device
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configurable encryption chip (CEC), and we describe the CEC’s internal structure in Section 3.
By simply writing completely a different GKSD for every CEC, each user will not use the
same GK as the others.

2.3. Generalized Key Source Data Prestorage and Appointment Codes

Although the RQLO typical structure and initial key together can provide a large
number of GKs, it is necessary to randomly select, with uniform distribution probability, all
the used GKs to make the CET practical OTP technology. We created a strategy of storing
the randomly selected GKSD in advance for each CEC. The GKSD is written to the CEC
by a special fully automatic machine without human intervention, and it uses physical
methods to generate true random numbers with uniform distribution probability. The
prestored GKSD cannot be read from the CEC.

Since each GKSD written in each CEC is unique, no two CECs have the same GKSD.
Thus, a ciphertext generated by a particular CEC can only be decrypted by that CEC. This is
an important feature of CET. Also, we use a strategy to ensure that there are no equivalent
GKSDs written in each CEC, where two equivalent GKs are different but transform the
same plaintext into the same ciphertext. Therefore, as long as each GK is used only once,
no equivalent GK will be used twice within 100 years, achieving a practical OTP effect.

Another core aspect of CET is ensuring that both the encryption and decryption parties
use the paired GK each time. So, both parties must hold the exact same CEC and agree on
which GK to use. We designed the appointment code (AC) to reach this agreement. The most
straightforward AC is the serial number of the prestored GKSD. Since only the encryption
and decryption parties hold the same GKSD, which is different from that of the other CECs,
a third party who cracks the AC cannot obtain the correct GKSD. The AC in different CECs
stands for different GKSDs, and it does not need to be kept secret.

We can either use “date + time” to generate an AC, or generate it cumulatively. If we
want to randomly select a GK from a prestored GKSD, a random number can be generated
by counting the number of particular binary strings in the current plaintext, and then the
AC can be derived from the random number.

The CET application includes two main branches: real-time stream data encryp-
tion/decryption for communication systems and digital file encryption/decryption for
storage systems [9]. For the real-time encryption/decryption scenario of communication
systems, both parties negotiate the AC to be used for the next encrypted communication
at the end of current encrypted communication, and the AC is checked or modified again
before the start of the next encrypted communication. This not only prepares for the
next encrypted communication but also protects the information security of the current
encrypted communication, because even if the current encrypted communication has been
eavesdropped by a third party, no one can decrypt the eavesdropped information since
no one can obtain the flushed GK. For the digital file encryption/decryption scenario, the
AC is stored at the beginning of the ciphertext file. Although anyone can obtain the AC
from the ciphertext file, the correct GK for decryption can only be obtained from the paired
GKSD stored on the legal user’s CEC.

It can be seen that an important role of the AC is activating a predistributed GK using
its prestored GKSD. With the help of the prestored GKSD and AC, key distribution can be
eliminated, making the encryption system simpler and more secure.

3. Basic Structure of Configurable Encryption Chip

To implement the CET, we designed a CEC structure, as shown in Figure 2. It contains
read-only memory, an encryption component, a decryption component, an AC mechanism,
and a controller (which is not depicted in Figure 2). The four 32-quit RQLO typical
structures are denoted by F, F−1, and two KDOs, respectively.
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In the encryption component, F and KDO share the plaintext input register and the key
register Ki. The encryptor F generates the current block of the ciphertext from the current
values of these two registers and sends it to the ciphertext output register, while KDO
generates the derived key Ki+1 for encrypting the next plaintext block from the current
value of the two input registers and sends it to the Ki+1 register.

In the decryption component, F−1 generates the current block of plaintext from the
key register Ki and the ciphertext input register and sends it to the plaintext output register.
KDO generates the derived key Ki+1 for decrypting the next ciphertext block from the Ki
register and the plaintext output register and sends it to the Ki+1 register.

As discussed in Section 2.2, the read-only memory needs 500 MB to store the GKSD
(composed of 3 × 107 initial keys, the RIs for 1.0512 × 105 encryptor/decryptor pairs, and
the RIs for 1.0512 × 105 KDOs) and the control program. The AC is generated by three
counters (Counter 1, Counter 2, and Counter 3), where each count the occurrences of three
particular binary strings in the input plaintext. When the CEC receives a communication
completion command, it connects the values of the three counters to form the AC, which is
a random number needed for the next encryption communication.

3.1. AC Negotiation Process with CEC

In a real-time encrypted communication application scenario, the process of negotiat-
ing AC between the communication parties is roughly as follows:

(1) Party A, who requests to end the communication, sends AC to the other party B.
(2) B saves the received AC and returns it to sender A.
(3) A receives the returned AC and compares it with the saved AC via a comparator

(see Figure 2). If the returned AC and the saved AC are the same, a signal of “AC
negotiation success” is given.

(4) If the returned AC fails to match the saved AC, A sends the saved AC again.
(5) If the returned AC keeps failing to match the saved AC 8 times in a row, a signal of

“AC negotiation failure” is given.
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4. Experiment

For verifying the effectiveness of the CET, we implemented an FPGA-based experimen-
tal system to encrypt and decrypt real-time video streaming. In this system, we selected
32 bits data as the plaintext block and implemented 16-quit RQLOs on FPGA to encrypt,
decrypt, and derive keys. The system captured 1080P-resolution video streaming with
a camera in real time. Meanwhile, the encryption and decryption modules, which took
150 LUTs and 128 FFs in total in terms of resource utilization, were capable of processing
6.21 Gbit/s streaming data, showing that they had real-time processing capability. From
the implementation timing summary in Vivado 2021.2 software, the path delay from the
plaintext input to the ciphertext output was 4.793 ns. The maximum amount of data that
can be processed by a 16-quit RQLO was 32 ÷ (4.793 × 10−9) bit/s ≈ 6.676 × 109 bit/s >
6.21 Gbit/s. The experimental system worked properly if we set the clock period to 5 ns,
which is a frequency of 200 MHz.

The initial key K0, the encryptor F, and the KDO together form the generalized
key. Thus, the size of the key space is equal to the multiplication of the space sizes of
the three generalized key components. In our experimental system, the block size had
16 quits (32 bits), so the K0 space size = 232 ≈ 4.29 × 109, the encryptor space size =
(4!)(4×16) ≈ 2.15 × 1088, and the KDO space size = 4(4×4×16) ≈ 1.34 × 10154. Thus, the key
space was 4.29 × 109 × 2.15 × 1088 × 1.34 × 10154 ≈ 1.23 × 10251. This huge key space
can resist brute-force attacks and provide conditions for practical OTP technology based
on RQLOs.

5. Conclusions

The reconfigurable MVL operators created in 2018 provided the basis for building
CET that is more secure, easier to use, and lower in cost compared with other encryption
methods based on complex algorithms or difficult mathematical problems. In this paper,
we discussed the theory and implementation of CET with a practical OTP effect using
32-quit RQLO typical structures. The important CET results can be summarized as the
following three advantages: Firstly, it is secure with a practical OTP security level. Secondly,
its encryption/decryption speed is fast, and it can handle the real-time encryption tasks of
modern communication systems. Thirdly, it solves the current key distribution problem
with prestored GKSD and AC. Using CET, we are currently developing a USB device
for digital file encryption and a network communication encryption/decryption device
inserted between a computer and a network device.
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